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Fig. 1. Cross section of the coupled lines.

Fig. 2. Top view of the test structures.
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Abstract- This paper investigates the properties
of asymmetric coupled lines built in a 0.25 µm
CMOS technology in the frequency range of
50 MHz to 26.5 GHz. We show that the frequency-
dependent line parameters extracted from
calibrated four-port S-parameter measurements
agree well with data predicted by numerical
calculations. To our knowledge these are the first
complete high-frequency measurements of the line
parameters for asymmetric coupled lines on silicon
ever reported.

INTRODUCTION

We studied the coupled lines shown in Fig. 1.

These lines were fabricated in a six-level-metal

process. We will refer to the lowest level of metal as

metal 1 (M1 in the figure) and the top level of metal as

metal 6 (M6 in the figure). The two coupled

conductors are fabricated in metal 2, and have widths

of 1 µm and 10 µm, and are separated by a gap of

1 µm. The thickness of metal 2 is 0.7 µm, and its

conductivity is 27.8 x 10 6 S/m. The asymmetric

coupled lines are surrounded by 20 µm wide grounds

that are connected to the substrate with via arrays

connected through all six metallization layers. 

Fig. 2 shows the top view of the coupled-line test

structures. We used on-wafer probes to connect to four

50 µm by 50 µm contact pads fabricated in the top

metal layer (metal 6). These are labeled ports 1-4 in

Fig. 2. Vias from metal 6 to metal 2 connect the

signal pads to the access lines of the coupled line

system in metal 2. The width of the access lines is

1 µm, and their length is 200 µm. We fabricated these

coupled lines with lengths of 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and

2.5 mm.
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The test structures differ from the experimental

setup described in [1] in several important aspects. The

skin effect in the conductive substrate leads to an even

more complex frequency-dependent behavior. Vias

connecting the contact pads, which are fabricated in

metal 6, and the signal lines, which are fabricated in

metal 2, have to be taken into account. In addition, the

access lines in metal 2 that connect the contact pads

and the coupled line segment are subject to the same

substrate effects as the coupled line segment, and must

also be accounted for. There are also small electrical

discontinuities where the 1 µm wide access lines

connect to the coupled-line segment, which we ignored

in the analysis.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

We used two-port measurements to characterize

the contacts and access lines. We first performed a

50  multiline thru-reflect-line (TRL) reference

calibration [2] in coplanar lines fabricated on a semi-

insulating gallium arsenide substrate, and moved the

calibration reference plane back to the probe tips. We

then performed a second-tier TRL calibration to a

reference plane in the access lines fabricated on the

silicon substrate. The reference impedance of this

calibration was equal to the characteristic impedance of

the access lines.

Here we employed the “calibration comparison”

method [3], which is insensitive to large contact-pad

capacitance, to determine the characteristic impedance

of the access lines. We then used this information to

reset the reference impedance of the second-tier

calibration to 50 . This procedure determined an

“error box” describing the electrical parameters of the

contact pads, vias and access lines.

The calibration procedure used for the four-port

measurement is described in [4]. It eliminates the need

for orthogonal calibration standards and requires only

three in-line calibrations. To this end, we used the

multiline TRL procedure [2] and our coplanar

standards to perform a 4-port probe-tip calibration. 

 Since the initial reference plane position of the

four-port calibration was “at the probe tips”, we used

the error boxes we determined earlier to move the

reference planes to the position labeled A at the

beginning of the coupled-line segment in Fig. 2.

LINE PARAMETERS

The coupled lines support two dominant modes,

which are commonly called the c and � modes, and

which correspond to the even and odd modes in the

symmetric case. The relationship between modal

(subscript m) and conductor representations

(subscript c) of voltage and current vectors in a

multiconductor transmission line is given by

 and , where the transformationvc
 Mvvm ic
 Mi im

matrices Mv and Mi are defined in [5]. The vectors vc

and  are power-normalized. These vectors satisfyic

the transmission line equations  anddvc /dz 
	Zc ic

, where the matrices of conductord ic /dz 
	Yc vc

impedances and admittances per unit length are

defined by  and .Zc� Rc� j&Lc Yc� Gc� j&Cc

We determined the matrices of the line

parameters Rc, Lc, Gc, and Cc, in the conductor

representation of [5]. The voltage paths were chosen

between each of the two conductors and the ground.

In our analysis we ignored the four-port error boxes

representing the discontinuities between the single-

mode access lines and the multi-mode coupled-line

segment, which we believed to be small. 

We estimated Rc, Lc, Gc, and Cc from the four-

port measurement data using the weighted orthogonal

distance regression algorithm of [6], and the

procedure described in [1]. This procedure solved for

the elements of Rc, Lc, Gc, and Cc at each frequency

point independently. We calculated the starting values

for the lowest frequency point with the method of [7],

and then used the optimization results at each

frequency point as starting values for the optimization

at the next higher frequency point.

The estimation procedure of [6] also gives 95%

confidence intervals for the estimated results based on

the assumption that the error sources in the
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Fig. 3. Resistance per unit length of the coupled lines.
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Fig. 5. Capacitances per unit length of the coupled lines.
 is negative due to the definitions used to define theCc12

conductor current (see Fig. 4 of [5]).
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Fig. 4. Inductances per unit length of the coupled lines.

experiment are entirely random, independent, and

normally distributed.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the measured and

calculated line parameters of the asymmetric coupled

line system, and the 95% confidence intervals. The

calculations were performed with the quasi-analytical

formulas of [7]. The values of  which are notGc ,

presented here, are all smaller than 0.02 S/cm over the

whole frequency range, and do not have a significant

effect on the signal propagation behavior of the

coupled line system.

CONCLUSION

The agreement between measured and calculated

values is good over the entire frequency band.

However, some of the calculated values fall outside of

the 95% confidence intervals for the estimated

parameters. This is a clear indication that there is still

some systematic error in either the measurements or

calculations. Possible sources of systematic error in the

measurements include our neglect of the four-port error

boxes that describe the transition between the access

lines and coupled-line segments. Errors in the

calculations can probably be traced back to

uncertainties in the information supplied by the

manufacturer on the cross-sectional parameters of the

six-metal-layer CMOS process.
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